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Abstract. Sea level rise is perceived as a major threat to the densely pop-3

ulated coast of the Bay of Bengal. Addressing future rise requires understand-4

ing the present-day sea level budget. Using a novel method and data from5

the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite, we par-6

tition altimetric sea level rise (6.1mm/a over 2002-2014) into mass and steric7

components.8

We find that current mass trends in the Bay of Bengal are slightly above global9

mean, while steric trends appear much larger: 2.2 - 3.1mm/a if we disregard10

a residual required to close the budget, and 4.3 - 4.6mm/a if, as an upper11

bound, we attribute this residual entirely to steric expansion. Our method12

differs from published approaches in that it explains altimetry and GRACE13

data in a least squares inversion, while mass anomalies are parameterized14

through gravitationally self-consistent fingerprints, and steric expansion through15

EOFs. We validate our estimates by comparing to Argo and modelling for16

the Indian Ocean, and by comparing total water storage change (TWSC) for17

the Ganges and Brahmaputra basins to the conventional GRACE approach.18

We find good agreement for TWSC, and reasonable agreement for steric heights,19

depending on the ocean region and Argo product. We ascribe differences to20

weaknesses of the Argo data, but we also find the inversion to be to some21

extent sensitive with respect to the EOFs.22

Finally, combining our estimates with CMIP5-simulations, we estimate that23
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Bay of Bengal absolute sea level may rise for additional 37 cm under the RCP4.524

scenario and 40 cm under RCP8.5 until 2050, with respect to 2005.25
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1. Introduction

Bangladesh is located at the confluence of the Ganges (or Padma), Brahmaputra (or26

Jamuna), and Meghna rivers, on the northern littoral of the Bay of Bengal. These rivers27

have formed one of the largest deltaic planes of the world, which, with an area of about28

87.000 km2, provides home to two thirds of Bangladesh’s 160 million population. About29

6.170 km2 of the Ganges, Brahmaputra, and Meghna (GBM) delta area are below 2 m30

elevation (Syvitski et al., 2009), while about 28% of the population lives in the coastal31

zone (Mohal et al., 2006).32

In the Bay of Bengal, the continental shelf is relatively flat and extends up to 200 km33

in the Western (India) and Eastern (Myanmar) parts, while it is much broader in the34

Central Bay where it meets the GBM delta. The fan-shaped bay and the delta have35

experienced devastating storms and surges, including cyclones Bhola in 1970 (resulting36

in 300.000–500.000 deaths) and Sidr (2007, approximately 4.000 deaths). However, more37

often (every four or five years) severe monsoonal flooding occurs, inundating more than38

three-fifths of Bangladesh.39

Sea level rise (SLR) is thus perceived as a major threat for the region. SLR will exacerbate40

the penetration of ocean tides into the river systems and the intrusion of saltwater in the41

coastal zone, and thus impact fresh water resources and food production. It is linked42

to increased erosion and changing tidal regimes in channels (Mohal et al., 2006). In43

addition, SLR is expected to lead to more frequent drainage blocking and river flooding,44

to more frequent storm surge inundation (Karim and Mimura, 2008), and to an increase45

in permanently inundated area. As a result, Ericson et al., 2006 estimate that by 2050,46
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5.5% of the delta area may be lost and 3.4 million of the population may be affected.47

Mohal et al. (2006) suggest that by 2100 about 4.100 km2 of the coastal zone will be48

inundated beyond year 2000 conditions, and that e.g. the Sundarbans world heritage49

mangrove forest will be lost entirely.50

Relative sea level rise (RSLR) represents the combined effect of sea level rise and vertical51

land subsidence. Past RSLR for the delta has been estimated to 8-18 mm/a (Syvitski et52

al., 2009) from analysis of several PSMSL tide gauges over 1932-2005, while Ericson et53

al. (2006) quotes values of up to 25 mm/a. ’Effective’ sea level rise ESLR (Ericson et al.,54

2006), considers, unlike RSLR, the potential for sedimentation: ESLR appears therefore55

lower than RSLR where sedimentation is present, as in the GBM delta. However, despite56

the fact that the Ganges and Brahmaputra together carry an estimated sediment load of57

more than 1000 million tons into Bangladesh (Islam et al., 1999), ESLR may still reach58

more than 10 mm/a (Ericson et al., 2006). In this paper, we show that absolute sea level59

rise (ASLR) in the coastal areas of the Bay of Bengal, corrected for glacial isostatic uplift60

but not for delta subsidence or sedimentation, amounts to 5.5 mm/a from contemporary61

radar altimeter data (from 2002 to 2014), thus significantly above the global average of62

about 2.7 mm/a.63

However, many studies of future RSLR or ESLR in the GBM delta work with global64

mean, sometimes across-20th-century, rates and/or projections of uniform SLR, and thus65

may grossly underestimate the importance of regional variability in the overall assessment66

(e.g. Ericson et al., 2006, Syvitski et al., 2009, World Bank, 2011). Assessing the impact67

of rising sea level on coastal regions, inundation, and river network conditions requires68
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assumptions on future coastal–yet–offshore sea level rise to force fine-scale hydrodynamic69

modelling (Mohal et al., 2006, Karim and Mimura, 2008), and cannot be based on tide70

gauge analysis only. In order to account for scenarios of anthropogenic modifications71

(e.g. reservoir construction, accelerated subsidence) and climate change this requires a72

partitioning of RSLR into vertical land motion, including sedimentation, and ASLR by73

combined contributions from ocean volume change (i.e. thermosteric and halosteric sea74

level change) and mass change (i.e. ocean bottom pressure change, resulting from ice sheet75

and glacier mass imbalance and land-ocean interactions). In addition, since the rate of76

ASLR in the Bay of Bengal is much higher than the global average, the need for regional77

projections (Slangen et al., 2012) and thus regional partitioning, is evident.78

Vertical land motion is difficult to measure when representative values across the entire79

delta or its coastline are sought: Alam (1996) estimates that a part of the GBM basin80

is subsiding at a rate of 22 mm/a, based on well-log data. More recently, Steckler et al.81

(2010) measured subsidence rates of 12-13 mm/a for Dhaka and Sylhet, using permanent82

GPS station data. In a literature review of 24 studies, Brown and Nicholls (2015) find a83

median rate of subsidence of 2.9 mm/a for the GBM delta.84

Interannual sea level change in the Bay of Bengal is spatially varying and strongly affected85

by climate variability (e.g. Singh, 2006, Sreenivas et al., 2012), and therefore challenging86

to disentangle from isolated (tide gauge) or short (altimetric, Argo) time series.87

Llovel et al. (2011) suggest that the biggest contribution to Bay of Bengal ASLR at88

interannual time scales is volumetric ocean expansion with warming dominating over89

salinity effects; yet due to sampling problems, missing information about the deep ocean,90
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limited data period and the large variability of the thermosteric component, this may also91

result in the biggest uncertainty on contemporary and future SLR. Using Argo data, Llovel92

et al. (2011) find that steric sea level trends in the Indian Ocean, 1.0 mm/a within 0-700 m93

and 1.2 mm/a within 0-2000 m area-weighted over 2004-2010, are dominated by thermo-94

steric contributions from the upper layer, consistent with ocean modelling and remote-95

sensing based sea surface temperature. They showed that strong interannual variability96

in warming of the upper 300 m is strongly correlated with the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD)97

index; this also limits the validity of trends. In fact, recent modelling studies (Lee et al.,98

2015) suggest that Indian Ocean heat content has increased so sharply during 2003-201299

that it now, in the upper 700 m, accounts for more than 70% of the global heat uptake.100

As a consequence, the Indian Ocean has become increasingly important in modulating101

global climate variability.102

Another source of uncertainty is the contribution of monsoonal winds, river discharge and103

land water storage change to sea level. It is important to realize that neither of these104

effects is uniform: wind-driven variability is strong along the eastern and northern coasts105

and in the western Bay of Bengal (Cheng et al., 2013a), amounting to sea level anomalies106

at dm level, seasonally varying river discharge affects the circulation in the Bay, albeit107

much less ( amounting to 2-6 cm, Han and Webster, 2002), and land storage change, even108

if not balanced by discharge, may lead to annual variations in coastal sea level at the109

cm level (Jensen et al., 2013) through its associated gravitational pull. Wind forcing and110

river discharge effects on circulation, temperature, salinity and sea level at interannual111

time scales have been studied through ocean modelling (Han and Webster, 2002, Durand112
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et al., 2011); these studies find interannual variations at much lower level compared to113

seasonal effects (e.g. less than 1 cm for river discharge), yet this may bias trends derived114

from short time series.115

Zonally alternating winds in the Indian Ocean are known to generate annual equatorial116

Kelvin waves (Sreenivas et al., 2012, and references therein), and the eastward moving117

waves reflect energy upon reaching the boundary and propagate along the coast along the118

Bay of Bengal, while radiating Rossby waves along the eastern rim. Intra- and interannual119

variability of pathway and intensity of these waves is modulated by IOD and ENSO; this120

creates interannual non-uniform sea level variability at the dm-level as well as a variability121

in the depth of the thermocline.122

Here, we focus on the various components of contemporary absolute sea level in the Bay of123

Bengal, along the GBM delta. We investigate a global partitioning of ASLR contributors124

(Rietbroek et al., 2012, Jensen et al., 2013), based on inverting Jason -1/-2 and GRACE125

satellite data over the period 2002-2014, along the Bay and confront it with regional126

and in-situ data including tide gauges. We quantify the contributions of steric sea level127

from satellite data and compare to various oceanographic data sets. We also assess the128

contributions of the major ice sheets, land glaciers, and land hydrological storage changes129

to regional sea level and investigate the consistency of these estimates to regional GRACE130

maps of mass change.131

Our hypothesis is that our inverse framework allows to derive meaningful regional patterns132

of ASLR, partitioned for the major mass and steric contributions, that may be tested133

against in-situ and regional data sets. We further hypothesize that these contributions134
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provide a suitable base for deriving regional projections of future ASLR that in turn may135

provide boundary conditions for fine-scale coastal hydrodynamic modelling and derived136

coastal impact studies.137

This article is organized as follows: In section 2 we describe the global and regional data138

sets used in this study. While in the appendix we briefly summarize the global inversion139

method as published in Rietbroek et al. (2012) and Jensen et al. (2013), in section 3140

new elements required for regionalization of the method will be summarized. Results141

on absolute, steric and mass-related contributions to SLR in the Bay of Bengal will be142

discussed in section 4, where we also will attempt to synthesize projections for the 2050143

vs. 2015 framework. The article closes with a set of conclusions.144

2. Data

2.1. Global mass and steric fields from GRACE and altimetry

We evaluate monthly global maps of the main sea-level contributors; i.e. steric (sum145

of thermo- and halosteric) and mass-driven (partitioned into melt sources Greenland,146

Antarctica, the world’s glaciers, and land hydrologic storage change) sea level change.147

These maps were derived from a global joint inversion of binned Jason-1 and -2 radar148

along-track altimetry data (downloaded from the RADS data base, Scharroo et al., 2013)149

and GRACE gravimetry (using full GFZ version RL05a normal equations) over the years150

2002-2014 (see appendix). One should note that during GRACE processing, short-term151

mass change resulting from e.g. wind-driven ocean dynamics is removed from these data,152

and we restore only the (sometimes artificial) trends from the OMCT background model153

(Thomas, 2002) to the GRACE data.154
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Several studies (e.g. Johnson and Chambers, 2013, Dieng et al., 2015) have attempted to155

close the sea level budget globally or regionally by adding GRACE-derived ocean mass,156

altimetry and steric grids. This may be viewed as the direct method of partitioning sea157

level based on observations, and its application has pioneered the identification of present-158

day drivers of absolute sea level rise. However, in this approach it is required to mask out159

a coastal strip of 300-500 km width in order to suppress land mass change effects leaking160

into ocean estimates. We feel this severely limits the application of the direct method to161

the Bay of Bengal, as land signals are exceptionally strong and removing a coastal strip162

of 300 km would leave only about half the size of the Bay for averaging.163

In the global inversion method (Rietbroek et al., 2012, Jensen et al., 2013, Rietbroek,164

2014), patterns of land mass change over ice sheet basins, glacier clusters, and terrestrial165

water storage are first augmented by their respective sea level fingerprints. These fin-166

gerprints model the passive response of the global sea level to each mass forcing pattern167

individually, consistent in terms of mass conservation, self-gravitation, elastic loading of168

the ocean bottom (Farrell and Clarke, 1976), and associated changes of Earth rotation.169

In fact, Vinogradova et al. (2010) have already shown that, on the annual time scale,170

self-gravitation effects are strong in the Bay of Bengal and suggest they should be visible171

in observations of ocean mass and bottom pressure.172

Furthermore, in the inversion we rely on grids of steric sea level heights but it is impor-173

tant to realize that these are not applied as a direct correction to altimetric sea level.174

Rather, the leading steric EOFs are computed first and introduced in the inversion as175

additional ocean patterns, along with the mass fingerprints. Then, all patterns are fitted176
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to match both, GRACE and altimetry data, in a weighted least-squares sense. For the177

steric patterns this means that we obtain a corrected steric sea level, co-estimated with178

the mass contributions. No external models for geocenter motion are needed, and no179

smoothing/decorrelation of GRACE data with the need for rescaling amplitude loss or180

truncating coastal areas due to leakage is required in the inverse method. Moreover, it181

allows us to take into account the time-dependent, non-isotropic, latitude-dependent error182

and correlation pattern of the GRACE data, that are sampled, unlike altimetry, along a183

drifting orbit that passes through varying repeat regimes over the mission duration.184

In order to understand the sensitivity of the inversion method with respect to the (a pri-185

ori) steric EOF patterns, in this paper we repeat the global inversion/partitioning using186

gridded data from two alternative sources. First, we derive steric heights from the up-187

per 700m of the Ishii and Kimoto (2009) gridded ocean temperature and salinity data set188

and, second, from the model outputs of the Finite Element Sea Ice-Ocean Model (FESOM,189

Timmermann et al., 2009). This leads to two slightly different global inverse solutions for190

all sea level contributors that we solve for; these will be termed INVERSION01 (using191

the Ishii and Kimoto EOFs) and INVERSION02 (using the FESOM EOFs). Finally, in192

order to test the sensitivity towards resolution, we use 100 steric EOFs in INVERSION01193

and 200 in INVERSION02, so the latter one has more degrees of freedom.194

In the inversion method, after a preliminary fitting of the mass and steric modes as de-195

scribed above, we derive and fit a further set of dominant orthogonal modes from the196

altimetric residuals. It is important to understand that these residual modes contain all197

those remaining contributions that cannot be represented along the mass and steric modes198
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used in the first step, and that appear coherent in altimetry. This includes steric signals199

from the upper ocean that cannot be represented along the leading EOFs of gridded200

steric data, contributions from deep-ocean warming (Purkey and Johnson, 2010, Dieng201

et al., 2015), but likely other regional effects including residual ocean dynamics and in-202

ternal mass redistribution (Johnson and Chambers, 2013) unaccounted for by our base203

functions. Then, in a second iteration of the global inversion, signals along these leading204

residual modes from the previous step are co-estimated with all other contributors from205

the altimetry and GRACE data. For want of a better designation these will be termed206

as ’residual dynamic signals’ here, but care should be exercised in interpreting them, as207

discussed below.208

As the result of this procedure, in both INVERSION01 and INVERSION02 the altimet-209

ric time series of absolute sea level (ASLR) is thus explained through (1) mass-related210

sea level contributions that do account for self-gravitation, rotational forcing, and the211

present-day elastic loading of the ocean bottom, (2) steric sea level contributions along212

the spatial modes found in the a priori steric data, (3) residual modes required to explain213

non-random altimetric sea level variability unexplained by (1) and (2), these residual dy-214

namic signals likely contain residual shallow and deep steric contributions and residual215

internal ocean mass distribution, and (4) a small noise-type altimetric residual. With the216

caveat regarding (3) in mind, we will sometimes combine contributions (2) and (3) into217

the ’total steric contribution’; this is strictly true only if residual mass change is assumed218

as zero.219

In addition, both inversions provide slightly different maps of explained total water stor-220
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age change (TWSC) over land, from fitting TWSC EOFs derived from a hydrological221

model (see Section 3.2) to GRACE data while the corresponding sea level change is con-222

strained by altimetry. For the present study, we will focus on the catchment-integrated223

water mass change in the Ganges and Brahmaputra basins: the obvious reason is that the224

hydrological regimes of these two rivers are most relevant for GBM delta flooding, while225

a secondary reason is that the gravitational pull of the basins may be so strong that it226

might be visible in ocean mass and thus as well in altimetry (Vinogradova et al., 2010,227

Jensen et al., 2013).228

2.2. Regional and in-situ data

2.2.1. Argo-derived ocean temperature and salinity data229

Essentially, our global inversion method provides steric sea level change from GRACE230

and altimetry, mapped onto the leading modes of variability derived from gridded data231

which may originate (in the version INVERSION01) from Argo temperature and salinity232

data. Therefore, it makes sense to compare these results to steric sea levels directly233

obtained from vertically integrating Argo temperature and salinity data.234

The first Argo floats have been deployed during the nineties and in 2005 the global coverage235

reached about 2000 floats (today: > 3500 floats), allowing the derivation of global maps236

of steric sea level change. Since the floats move freely, affected by currents, sampling is237

far from uniform. As a consequence, in the Bay of Bengal (for delineation see Section 4.1)238

the average density of Argo profiles per 1 degree grid cell is quite high compared to the239

Indian Ocean (see Fig. 1). Yet, at any given month of 2013 there were not more than 40240

floats in the Bay, while during 2005 only 10-15 were present.241
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HERE GOES FIG. 1242

Ishii and Kimoto (2009) provide monthly temperature and salinity fields for the global243

ocean down to 1500 m, derived at 24 levels through Objective Analysis from Argo float244

and expendable bathythermograph (XBT) data and constraining less well sampled regions245

to monthly climatological values. These data suggest that thermosteric SLR (3.5 mm/a246

in 2005-2013) dominates in the Bay of Bengal, whereas halosteric SLR is negative (-247

0.4 mm/a). While in INVERSION01 we adjusted EOFs of steric height variability de-248

rived from these fields to radar altimetry and GRACE, here we use the original data for249

comparison.250

The Indian National Centre for Ocean Information Services (INCOIS) provides monthly251

gridded 1◦ × 1◦ Argo-derived temperature and salinity fields for the Indian Ocean, with252

24 vertical levels down to 2000 m, produced by Optimal Interpolation (Udaya Bhaskar et253

al., 2007) since January, 2004.254

Furthermore, we use gridded temperature and salinity fields from the University of Hawaii255

International Pacific Research Center (IPRC), provided as a monthly global product since256

January, 2005, with 1◦×1◦ spatial resolution and covering 27 depth levels down to 2000 m257

(Hacker et al., 2010). These fields are derived through variational analysis together with258

absolute dynamic heights, from Argo profile data in combination with velocities.259

2.2.2. GRACE-derived mass changes260

In the rapidly evolving GRACE literature, at least two different classes of analysis261

schemes can be distiguished: the ’basin averaging method’ that maps GRACE harmonics262

(or other more localizing spherical basis functions, such as the so-called ’mascons’) onto263
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smoothed spatial averages by applying some kind of shape function (underlying the di-264

rect budget method), and the inverse methods (as we apply here) where harmonics are265

’explained’ by forward-modelling and least-squares approaches. These schemes are fun-266

damentally different, and e.g. Jensen et al. (2013) and Chen et al. (2013) have found267

non-negligible differences in GRACE TWSC results from the same GRACE level-2 data.268

This is why we chose to compare our inversion results for land water storage variations in269

the Ganges and Brahmaputra river basins with GRACE-derived mass change, estimated270

along the more conventional basin averaging approach.271

Essentially, for this we use the same GFZ GRACE solutions that are used here in the272

inversions INVERSION01 and INVERSION02. We apply methods that have been sug-273

gested in Wahr et al. (1998), together with anisotropic error decorrelation (Kusche, 2007)274

and re-scaling of basin averages (Klees et al., 2007). A subtle issue is the common aug-275

mentation with certain low-degree terms; in order to be consistent with the global inverse276

solutions we use the geocenter motion or degree 1 coefficients that the global inversion277

provides in our basin averaging GRACE solutions.278

While we realize that this procedure cannot provide an independent validation of GRACE-279

based TWSC estimates in the GBM delta, we are confident that it serves as a validation280

of the inversion methodology, and that the degree of misfit will help in assessing the281

uncertainty in GRACE-based ocean mass estimates.282

3. Methods

3.1. Comparing steric fields
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To derive steric height variations η(λ, θ, t) from gridded 3D ocean temperature and

salinity fields, we use the relation

η(λ, θ, t) =

∫ 0

−D

1

ρ0(z)
[ρ(λ, θ, z, t) − ρ(λ, θ, z)] dz , (1)

where ρ is the density following from the TEOS-10 approach as a function of temper-283

ature T and absolute salinity SA, and ρ0 is the density of standard sea water at depth284

z, based on standard ocean salinity (35.16504 psu) and conservative temperature 0◦C. In285

the above, ρ is the time-mean of ρ at grid point (λ, θ) and depth z for the considered time286

period (which may be different for the different temperature and salinity fields). D rep-287

resents the bottom reference height associated with the temperature and salinity fields.288

Eq. (1) has been evaluated step-wise using the Gibbs Seawater (GSW) toolbox (Mc-289

Dougall and Barker, 2011). In step 1, salinity in PSU (practical salinity units) SP as290

provided in the gridded fields are transformed to absolute salinities SA, and ρ0 is derived291

for the individual depth levels z. In step 2, we compute the densities ρ, based on measured292

temperature and derived absolute salinity, for all times and depth levels. Finally, steric293

height anomalies for each location and time are derived by integrating over all the depth294

levels.295

Steric heights from Eq. (1) can be compared to our global inversion spatially, by comput-296

ing trend maps, or in the time domain, by comparing the temporal variation of region-297

averaged anomalies (see Section 4.3).298

3.2. Comparing mass fields
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Apart from uniform SLR, land water storage mass change in the regions surrounding299

the Bay of Bengal has a direct effect on sea level due to its gravitational pull. If this300

effect is in-phase with the global annual cycle of ocean water mass, the hydrologically301

driven sealevel amplitude is larger compared to the global mean; while when the land302

water storage is out of phase with the global ocean mass cycle, the hydrologically driven303

sea-level amplitude is smaller compared to the global mean (Jensen et al., 2013).304

In the Jensen et al. (2013) inversion, we forward-modelled the effect of the 33 globally305

largest hydrological basins on sea level, ignoring land water storage variations not covered306

by these regions. Here, we extract the 60 most dominant EOF modes found in the global307

hydrological model WGHM model (Döll et al., 2003) that cover all continental regions308

except Greenland, and apply the Sea Level Equation (Eq. (A.1), Farrell and Clark, 1976)309

to them to derive corresponding patterns. For comparison with direct GRACE basin-310

averaging for the Ganges and Brahmaputra basins from level-2 harmonic coefficients, we311

then combine the 60 hydrological fingerprints adjusted from GRACE (and altimetry)312

within our inversion and apply basin averaging in a final step.313

As a result, our inversion-based reconstruction of Ganges and Brahmaputra basin-314

averaged TWSC from the adjusted time evolution d̂(p)(t) of WGHM fingerprints e(p)(λ, θ)315

(i.e. the xhydro in Jensen et al., 2013, Eq. (2) and (6), and in Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3) in our316

appendix), reads317

S(i)(t) =

∫
Ω(i)

P∑
p=1

d̂(p)(t) e(p)(λ′, θ′) cos θ′dλ′dθ′ . (2)
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Considering the spherical harmonic expansion of the WGHM fingerprints, e(p)(λ, θ) =318 ∑∑
e

(p)
nmYnm(λ, θ), this can be written as319

S(i)(t) =
N∑

n=1

n∑
m=−n

θ(i)
nm

(
P∑

p=1

d̂(p)(t)e(p)
nm

)
,

where θ
(i)
nm are the spherical harmonic shape coefficients for the Ganges and Brahmaputra320

basin with area Ω(i). I.e.,321

θ(i)
nm =

∫
Ω(i)

Ȳnm(λ′, θ′) cos θ′dλ′dθ′ . (3)

In contrast, the common basin averaging / rescaling approach applied to timeseries of322

filtered and destriped GRACE surface mass coefficients ṽnm(t) is323

S(i)(t) =
N∑

n=1

n∑
m=−n

θ(i)
nm

1

f(i)

ṽnm(t) (4)

In the above, f(i) is a rescaling factor that accounts for amplitude loss occuring due to324

filtering (including spectral truncation) of a ’perfect’ signal (Fenoglio-Marc et al., 2012)325

and that we, here, determined from filtering the WGHM data sets. In what follows, time326

series from Eq. (4) will be compared to those from Eq. (2), where the d̂(p)(t) have been327

derived through the inversion, i.e. based on the ṽnm(t) and the radar altimetry data.328

In the conventional GRACE ocean mass approach (Johnson and Chambers, 2013), Eq. (4)329

is applied to GRACE fields with the respective monthly mean ocean dealiasing products330

restored, in order to remove dependencies from the GRACE level 1 background processing.331

However, more critical is that one usually applies Eq. (4) to an ocean basin with 300-332

500 km coastal stripe excluded, to avoid any contamination with land hydrologic signals.333
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While the effect of this on the global ocean may be limited, it would pose a major problem334

in our analysis of the Bay of Bengal, since (1) steric signals appear quite strong in the335

coastal regions (i.e. up to 500-800 km off the coastline), in particular along the Indian336

coast, (2) contaminating GBM land water storage changes are very strong, and (3) along337

the coast, self-attraction and loading effects are strong and likely different from the global338

mean (Vinogradova et al., 2010). In our inverse approach, removing a coastal stripe is339

not required since land hydrological signals are explicitly parameterized and solved for340

simultaneously.341

4. Results

4.1. Absolute sea level in the Bay of Bengal

We define the Bay of Bengal according to the International Hydrographic Organization342

(1953) limited by the the coastlines of Bangladesh and India in the North and West. In343

the South-West, the boundary follows the eastern coastline of Sri-Lanka and then con-344

nects the south tip of Sri-Lanka with the most northern point of Sumatra, Indonesia. In345

the East, the Bay of Bengal is bounded by the Andaman Islands and by the Andaman346

Sea, and by the western coastline of Myanmar.347

We estimate altimetric ASLR in the Bay of Bengal to 6.1 mm/a for the time period 2002-348

2014, from binned Jason-1 and -2 sea level anomalies (Tab. 1). After interpolating the349

geocentric sea level rise from our inversion to the altimetry bins, we derive an average350

’explained’ rise in the Bay of Bengal of 5.9 mm/a from INVERSION02, and of 5.6 mm/a351

from INVERSION01. Both results suggest a significantly higher sea level trend in the Bay352

of Bengal compared to the global mean trend (see Tab. 1), in line with Llovel et al. (2011).353
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354

HERE GOES TAB. 1355

356

HERE GOES FIG. 2357

Figure 2 first shows the evolution of the Bay of Bengal average sea level, derived from358

the binned RADS altimetry data (see Figure 3) for each month between 2002 and 2014.359

The Jason-1 and -2 mission periods, and the shift of the groundtrack of Jason-1 to an360

interleaved orbit (Fig. 3) after the initial tandem phase, are indicated. Next, the re-361

construction of total sea level (i.e. from all contributions that were partitioned in the362

two inversion runs INVERSION01 and INVERSION02) is compared. We find that in363

particular sea level explained by INVERSION02 fits remarkably well to altimetry, while364

INVERSION01 generally follows altimetry well with the exception of few epochs (e.g.365

mid-2005 or 2012). A possible explanation is the larger degree of freedom within INVER-366

SION02. On the other hand, all fingerprints are defined and fitted globally, while the Bay367

of Bengal represents only a small portion of the world ocean. Thus, local events (i.e. with368

regionally confined correlation scales) like additional water masses pushed in and out of369

the Bay of Bengal by seasonal changing wind fields or extreme events like cyclones might370

not be captured adequately by the inversion.371

HERE GOES FIG. 3372

HERE GOES FIG. 4373

Mass contributions (i.e. glacier and ice-sheet mass imbalance and terrestrial hydrology)374

to sea level in the Bay of Bengal, based on INVERSION02, are displayed in Figure 4375
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(top). Additionally, the – much larger – variability in steric sea level, resulting from376

changes in temperature and salinity, is shown together with the differences between the377

two inversions. Figure 4 (bottom) shows the same situation at interannual time scale, i.e.378

with the strong annual harmonic signal removed and smoothed by a 12-month running379

mean.380

Greenland, Antarctica and land glacier contributions to sea level in the Bay of Bengal show381

little annual or interannual behavior, with rates above global average for the Greenland382

contribution and below the global average for the contributions from Antarctica and land383

glaciers. Antarctica mass imbalance contributes an ASLR of about 0.29 mm/a, while384

Greenland adds a rate of 0.85 mm/a, and the world’s glaciers of about 0.36 mm/a. Not385

surprisingly, these numbers are hardly affected by the choice of steric fingerprints in the386

inversion and therefore quite consistent in INVERSION01 and INVERSION02.387

HERE GOES TAB. 2388

Land water storage variations introduce a strong annual mass signal of about 2 cm am-389

plitude and peaking in boreal summer, as it has been predicted by Vinogradova et al.390

(2010) and identified for the world ocean (Johnson and Chambers, 2013), albeit at lower391

amplitude. We find that a gradual increase of water stored on land lowers sea level, with392

a trend of −0.2 mm/a to −0.3 mm/a. However, this contribution is inferred in the inver-393

sion with a lower uncertainty, and it differs to some extent in the two inversion runs. As394

mentioned before, a further caveat is that in the inversion method, ocean mass changes395

are explicitly forward modelled as passive response to sea level contributors, while ocean-396

internal mass redistribution seen by GRACE will end up in the residual dynamics term.397
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In line with results by Han and Webster (2002), steric sea level anomalies in the Bay of398

Bengal vary at the dm-level, with an annual amplitude of more than 5 cm and with large399

interannual variability (Fig. 4, bottom). Combined (steric along a priori modes, and400

residual dynamic signals, i.e. required to explain altimetry) SLR rates of 4.3 to 4.6 mm/a401

were derived from the global inversion. These are clearly the largest, but also the most402

uncertain contributions to the total sea level. Rates from the inversions, with a priori403

Argo steric patterns (INVERSION01) and ocean model-based patterns (INVERSION02),404

agree at the level of 0.8 mm/a before and 0.3 mm/a after introducing fingerprints related405

to residual dynamic signals. Formal 1–sigmas suggest that the steric trends are well-406

determined at the level of 0.8 mm/a, i.e. considerable uncertainties remain in regional407

steric partitioning.408

Llovel et al. (2011) found a strong correlation between the thermo-steric sea level change in409

the upper 300 m of the Indian Ocean and the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) index. The IOD410

represents a measure of difference in sea surface temperature between a western Indian411

Ocean pole (in the Arabian Sea) and an eastern pole (south of Indonesia). Comparison of412

IOD with the steric sea level change as inferred from INVERSION01 and INVERSION02413

according to the processing in Llovel et al. (2011) for the Indian Ocean shows correla-414

tions of 0.57 and 0.28, respectively. The lower correlation of INVERSION02 is probably415

related to the different depth levels (sea surface to sea floor) covered compared to the416

upper 700[m] of INVERSION01. For the Bay of Bengal we find correlations of −0.19417

and −0.38 for INVERSION01 and INVERSION02, respectively, suggesting still a loose418

coupling. However, it becomes clear that there are distinct steric changes in the Bay of419
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Bengal which can not be explained by IOD events.420

Our inverse method allows us to reconstruct steric sea level from a subset of the spatial421

modes only that were fitted to the data. We believe that comparing reconstructions with422

a subset of steric orthogonal modes – i.e. those derived from an ocean model or from423

Argo data down to some depth – to those that contain in addition (residual) ’deeper’424

EOF modes or those obtained from altimetric residuals provides clues on the deep ocean425

contribution to inferred steric sea level. However, as has been mentioned before, the426

validity of this hypothesis is subject to sampling issues and the unknown nature of the427

true depth-dependency of temperature and salinity, and the following should be seen as428

indicative only. With this in mind, we find that a direct comparison of the steric trends429

derived for the total ocean depth in INVERSION02 (3.1 mm/a, derived using model based430

EOFs) and for the upper 700 m of the ocean in the INVERSION01 (2.2 mm/a) indicate431

a significant contribution from the ocean below 700 m of nearly 1 mm/a in the Bay of432

Bengal (Tab. 2). This is additionally implied by the lower trend of the residual dynamics433

fingerprints of INVERSION02 (1.5 mm/a), which would not include deep ocean effects434

(assuming the modes of variability derived from the ocean model are correct), compared435

to the residual-mode trend from INVERSION01 (2.1 mm/a). Fig. 4 B) reveals that the436

total steric signal in the Bay of Bengal (including residual modes but with the annual437

contribution removed) contains strong interannual variability. In fact, we know that local438

extreme events, such as heavy monsoonal rainfalls during June-October in certain years,439

are associated with a significant increase in freshwater influx from the GBM system into440

the Bay of Bengal. While the annual scale of this is 5-10 times compared to the dry season441
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(Papa et al., 2010), leading to seasonally reduced salinity (Vinayachandran et al., 2013)442

and an increase in water volume, interannual variability in salinity has been considered443

as strong north of 10◦ N, Durand et al. (2011). Yet, Han and Webster (2002) suggest444

these account only for about 1 cm at interannual time scale. On average for our time445

frame we find only a slight reduction of discharge (-370m3/s/a at Mawa gauge), such446

that we do not expect interannual monsoon variability to distort trends. Yet, another447

potential explanation could be that we observe changes in mass from seasonal changing,448

wind-driven in- and outflux in the Bay of Bengal, in the altimetric residuals and thus in449

the residual fingerprints.450

Following Sreenivas et al. (2012), we compute a monthly climatology of sea level recon-451

structed from our inversion, including a combination of steric and residual modes, and, for452

comparison, from Ssalto/Duacs AVISO mean sea level anomalies (MSLA, http://www.453

aviso.altimetry.fr/duacs/). We find the two cycles of upwelling (January-March and454

August-September) and downwelling (April/May - July and October-December) Kelvin455

Waves in a combination of steric and residual contributions well defined and in good agree-456

ment with AVISO MSLA based results which have been processed according to Sreenivas457

et al. (2012) for our inversion time period. This result increases our confidence that our458

inversion is able to reconstruct a meaningful partition of total sea level change; Although,459

the utilized combination of steric and residual modes is defined globally, the dominant460

wave patterns in the Bay of Bengal are reconstructed well.461

Finally, we compare steric rates within the Bay of Bengal from the two inverse solutions to462

those from Ishii/Kimoto, IPRC, and INCOIS for the time frame common to all data sets463
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(2005-2013). We find IPRC and Ishii and Kimoto (2009) at the lower end with 2.8 mm/a464

and 3.1 mm/a. INVERSION01 (3.7 mm/a) and INCOIS (3.9 mm/a) point to higher rates,465

while INVERSION02 suggests a total steric rate of even 4.6 mm/a. This range of esti-466

mates appears quite disparate, yet one has to recall that Argo based products, in this467

case, refer to the upper 700 m only, and that the time frame is short (formal errors from468

time series fitting are at the 1 mm/a level). As was mentioned earlier, it is impossible469

to provide a corresponding altimetry minus GRACE estimate due to land contamination470

effects (if we remove a 300 km coastal stripe, almost half of the area of the Bay, altimetry471

minus GRACE amounts to even 6.6 mm/a following methods described in Johnson and472

Chambers (2013)).473

474

4.2. Sea level at tide gauges in the Bay of Bengal

Tide gauges (TGs) measure relative sea level at higher temporal resolution compared475

to altimetry, and much longer time series have been recorded. Although TG data do476

not directly validate our partitioning in mass and steric contributions, it is interesting to477

ask how well our Jason-based inversion fits to recorded time series at short and interan-478

nual timescales. Following suggestions regarding an early version of this paper, we use479

PSMSL data (Holgate et al., 2013, PSMSL, 2015) for three gauges (Chennai, Visakhapat-480

nam, Chittagong) whose records cover at least a larger part of the inversion time frame.481

However, in order to understand spatial sampling effects related to Jason orbits, we also482

compare to AVISO multi-mission sea level anomalies. In summary, we find good fits at483

Chittagong and much less agreement for the Indian stations, likely related to track dis-484
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tance and proximity to open ocean. We find our inversion / Jason altimetry in slightly485

lower agreement with TGs compared to AVISO, as expected.486

The Chennai gauge is located at the SE Indian coast (13.1◦N, 80.3◦E) in between nominal487

Jason groundtracks 040 and 155, while Visakhapatnam is found at the east Indian coast488

(17.68◦N, 83.28◦E) close to groundtracks 116 and 155. Chittagong is situated at west coast489

of Bangladesh (22.24N, 91.83E) close to groundtrack 053. Monthly averaged PSMSL TG490

data have been corrected for the inverse barometric effect using monthly ERA-Interim491

mean sea level pressure fields (Dee et al., 2011). No GNSS-based vertical motion rates are492

known for these TGs and published PSMSL corrections from GIA-modelling are below493

0.35 mm/a, so we decided not to apply any correction for land motion in the following.494

The TG time series are shown as black lines in figure 5.495

As mentioned above, we extend the comparison to AVISO mean sea level anomalies. Since496

AVISO MSLAs include altimetric data with higher spatial resolution compared to Jason-497

1/2, we expect this comparison to tell what level of fit can be expected at all between498

altimetry and TGs. In a first step, all total sea level anomalies from AVISO (resampled499

to the 0.5 degree inversion grid) and from our inversion within a bounding box of ±2◦500

around the TG positions have been averaged to time series that can be compared to the501

TG data (Fig. 5, purple and green lines). As will be explained below, a second group of502

time series has then been created where we reject grid points in the box averaging that503

show poor correlation.504

HERE GOES FIG. 5 A straightforward comparison of box-averaged altimetry to gauge-505

read time series reveals little correlation for Chennai (R2
AV ISO = 0.07, R2

INV 02 = −0.17)506
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and Visakhapatnam (R2
AV ISO = 0.25, R2

INV 02 = 0.18), while at Chittagong gauge data,507

AVISO, and ’explained’ sea level in the inversion show good correspondence (R2
AV ISO =508

0.89, R2
Inv02 = 0.81). To understand the reason for this behaviour, we then created cor-509

relation maps between three TGs and all grid point of the inversion (Fig. 6) and AVISO510

MSLA (Fig. 7). These maps reveal that for Chennai and Visakhapatnam, correlation to511

both AVISO and inversion is strong (> 0.5) close to the station and along the continental512

shelf but drops rapidly for open-ocean nodes. This effect is somewhat stronger for AVISO,513

since the inversion inherits its spatial resolution from the Jason data, which is lower and514

sometimes yields undefined pixels close to the coast. For the Chittagong TG (Fig. 6, C515

and Fig. 7, C), larger areas of strong correlation are clearly related to the larger coastal516

shelf in the northern Bay of Bengal. Yet, this is not unexpected as our comparison in-517

cludes the full annual dynamics of sea level in the Bay of Bengal (see e.g. lag-correlation518

maps in Sreenivas et al., 2012). Thus, the maps explain the weak correlation of ±2◦ box-519

averaged time series: The Chittagong ’TG box’ largely covers the shelf and the average is520

computed from high–correlation values only, while for Chennai and Visakhapatnam large521

parts of box are open ocean where significantly weaker or even negative correlations are522

present.523

HERE GOES FIG. 6 HERE GOES FIG. 7 To overcome this situation, we edited the524

time series from AVISO and inversion by averaging only grid points within the bounding525

box with correlation > 0.6 (orange and blue in Fig. 5). For Chennai, correlation increases526

to R2
AV ISO = 0.92 and R2

INV 02 = 0.62. However, with this modification, only 32% of527

AVISO and even only 3.5% (just one node) of the ocean grid points passed the threshold,528
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due to lower spatial resolution. At Visakhapatnam, the effect of editing is less (Fig. 5, B)529

and correlations increased to R2
AV ISO = 0.90 and R2

INV 02 = 0.71. This gauge is located530

closer to a Jason groundtrack and we find better agreement between the inversion results531

and the TG, while these are still somewhat lower compared to AVISO. This is consistent532

with an observed difference between AVISO and our inversion / Jason 1/2, resulting in533

only moderate (0.5-0.7) correlation between these two grids in the coastal shelf close to534

the Chennai and Visakhapatnam, as well as in two small regions in the central Bay of535

Bengal, whereas in general in the Bay we find correlations of > 0.7. Again, the reason536

is thought to be related to the lower spatial resolution of Jason and its effect is part of537

ongoing investigations. Finally, and as expected, for Chittagong (Fig. 5, C) the situation538

is different and we find nearly the same correlations (R2
AV ISO = 0.89, R2

INV 02 = 0.83) for539

AVISO MSLA and our inversion.540

4.3. Steric contributions to sea level in the Bay of Bengal

Over the time period considered, steric sea level is the most dominant contributor to541

the total sea level change in the Bay of Bengal (Fig. 4). Ocean temperature and salinity542

experience a strong influence by seasonal phenomena such as the annual monsoon cycle543

and corresponding changes in freshwater influx into the bay, as well as seasonal changes in544

temperature. However, these changes are difficult to measure, especially at depth. Large545

parts of the Indian Ocean and also the Bay of Bengal are deeper than 2000 m and it is546

unclear what their contribution to the total sea level is. Both, GRACE and altimetry547

measure depth-integrated effects and we expect our global inversion to provide steric sea548

level variability relatively free of this limitation. In the following, we will investigate the549
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steric results from our inversion in a broader context and compare them to independent550

steric fields from Argo data.551

HERE GOES FIG. 8552

The global inverse solutions that we considered so far involve two systems of base func-553

tions for representing steric patterns, the first one either derived from the FESOM ocean554

model (INVERSION02), or from an upper-ocean (> 700 m) steric Argo data set (IN-555

VERSION01), and the second one derived from altimetry residuals with respect to an556

inversion with these first mentioned set of patterns only. As mentioned before, for IN-557

VERSION01, under certain assumptions one may consider heights associated with this558

second set of base functions containing deep-ocean steric contribution from GRACE and559

altimetry: (1) In fact, if deep-ocean steric patterns are significant at the altimetric noise560

level and they appear collinear with upper-ocean ones, then they would rather amplify561

the first set of modes, while (2) that part of deep ocean warming that is not collinear with562

the Argo-derived modes will appear in the second set of base functions. As a result, the563

sum (total steric) of the modes will contain such contributions (if they are significant),564

but other effects like circulation change or wind-driven mass relocation may be present565

in the altimetry data and contaminate these results. It is important to understand that566

the interpretation differs slightly in INVERSION02: Here, the first set of base functions567

contains modes found in modelled deep-ocean steric expansion, and those modes in real568

shallow and deep ocean steric variability that cannot be explained by the modelled ones569

will end up in the second set of base functions. With this caveat, Fig. 8 shows the570

combined steric effect based on the fingerprints from the FESOM model or the Ishii and571
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Kimoto (2009) Argo fields and residual patterns.572

Figure 8 (A) and (B) display trend-maps of the combined (FESOM/Argo + residual)573

steric effect as estimated from the two inversions over the period 2004-2012 in the Indian574

Ocean. In the Bay of Bengal, both solutions indicate strong trends of about 10 mm/a575

along the east coast of India, coinciding with the southward transport of the seasonal576

freshwater plume that is associated with the annual monsoon (Vinayachandran et al.,577

2013). Additionally, both inversions detect strong positive trends of 5 to 10 mm/a in578

the central, southern and eastern parts of the Bay of Bengal. Small trends around 0 to579

4 mm/a are found at the east-coast, as well as in a small band north-east of Sri Lanka. In580

the northern part of the bay at the coast of the Chittagong region (south-east Bangladesh)581

we identify trends close to zero.582

In the remaining parts of the Indian Ocean, both inversion runs agree remarkably well583

(Fig. 8, (A) and (B)) with strong positive trends of about 10 mm/a in the Arabian Sea,584

especially at the coasts of Oman and Pakistan. Furthermore, strong positive trends (5-585

10 mm/a) are found in a band around the equator. Around the coasts of Madagascar and586

in a band at around 15◦S of latitude and reaching east up to about 90◦E of longitude,587

both inversion runs detect generally small trends around 0 mm/a and strong negative588

trends of -5 to -10 mm/a in some regions. In the southern Indian Ocean, strong positive589

trends can be found again. At longitudes east of 90◦E, at the coasts of Australia and590

Indonesia, both inversion solutions are consistent with very strong steric trends of more591

than 15 mm/a, which are significantly larger than the global mean steric trend.592

However, there are some differences between INVERSION01 and INVERSION02. In the593
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Bay of Bengal, INVERSION02 finds slightly negative steric trends at the west- and south-594

coast of Myanmar, while INVERSION01 detects positive trends of more than 5 mm/a in595

the same regions. Furthermore, INVERSION01 finds trends close to zero at the coast596

of Bangladesh, while the model-based INVERSION02 detects strong positive trends, es-597

pecially in the Sunderbans region. A similar reasoning can be applied to the south-east598

coast of India where INVERSION01 detects significantly smaller trends compared to IN-599

VERSION02.600

At the west-coast of India, INVERSION02 indicates trends close to zero, while the Argo-601

based INVERSION01 detects strong positive trends up to 10 mm/a. Comparing the602

results close to the east-coast of Africa at about 5◦S, we find positive trends in INVER-603

SION02 and trends close to zero in INVERSION01. At the coasts of Madagascar and604

in the band around 15◦S, INVERSION01 identifies four rather large regions with strong605

negative trends of up to -10 mm/a while INVERSION02 points at seven relatively smaller606

regions of negative trends in the same area.607

Generally the largest differences in the steric trends occur at regions where only little608

Argo measurements are available (Church et al., 2010), such as coastal zones or regions609

with strong currents and eddies, e.g. at south tip of India or the eastern Bay of Bengal610

(e.g., Hacker et al., 1998). The FESOM model is independent from depth limitations or611

floater positions and provides values, and hence does the INVERSION02 result in more612

spatail details compared to INVERSION01.613

HERE GOES FIG. 9614
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The trend maps in Fig. 9 display steric trends derived from our INVERSION01 (A) and615

INVERSION02 (B) each without the corresponding residual modes. In the Bay of Ben-616

gal, the steric trend derived from the FESOM-based modes already includes the strong617

positive trends along the east coast of India and the small trends east and north-east618

of Sri Lanka (Fig. 8, (B) and Fig. 9, (B)). At the same time, the residual modes of619

INVERSION02 add strong positive trends at the southern and eastern parts of the bay.620

For INVERSION01 (Fig. 8, (A) and Fig, 9, (A)), the steric trends associated with the621

upper 700 m of the ocean find positive trends of 0 to 5 mm/a in the southern two thirds622

of the Bay of Bengal, while small and even slightly negative trends are present in the623

northern third of the bay. Adding modes derived from altimetry residuals emphasizes the624

positive trends at the east coast of India and in the southern and eastern parts of the625

bay, while it diminishes trends east and north-east of Sri Lanka and adds positive trends,626

likely associated with the advection of the freshwater plume, to the north-west part of the627

bay up to the coast of the Sunderbans region in Bangladesh.628

In the remaining part of the Indian Ocean, Fig. 8, (A) and (B), and Fig. 9, (A) and (B)629

all include the general large scale features that are present in the Indian Ocean, such as630

the positive trends around the equator, small to negative trends around Madagascar and631

in a band east of it at about 15◦S latitude and strong positive trends of up to 15 mm/a632

at the coasts of Australia and Indonesia. These trends are emphasized when the residual633

dynamic modes are added, while in other regions, such as the Arabian Sea, the residual634

contributions might change the spatial trend patterns significantly, e.g. leading to strong635

positive trends in former small trend regions and vice versa. It is noteworthy that the636
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steric results in INVERSION02 show only small to moderate trends in the southern In-637

dian Ocean from 25◦S to 30◦S latitude (Fig. 9, (B)), which do not agree well with the638

trends based on INVERSION01 (Fig. 9, (A)). Yet, after adding the respective residual639

modes, both solutions show quite similar trends in this region (Fig. 8). This generally640

good agreement of both inversion solutions after reinstating the residual contributions641

stresses the importance of these extra fingerprints when reconstructing the total sea level642

in the Bay of Bengal and the Indian Ocean. Therefore, we believe they account for model643

weaknesses and locally important effects which are not well-captured by the Argo-based644

steric modes (e.g. they are either not captured by Argo fields due to insufficient sampling,645

or they are not captured in our inevitably limited number of EOF basefunctions), such646

as influences related to mass changes or from wind or IOD/ENSO events.647

Additionally, Fig. 9 allows to compare the steric trends from the two global inversion runs648

to independent steric trend estimates based on the upper 700 m and same period of Argo649

data-sets from Ishii and Kimoto (2009) and INCOIS (Fig. 9, (C) and (D), respectively).650

When comparing (C) to (A), one should keep in mind that it is exactly this data set651

(but from 1992 to 2011) from which we had extracted the (normalized) leading modes of652

variability as base functions to be fitted to GRACE/altimetry. In other words, some sim-653

ilarity can be expected since the Ishii and Kimoto (2009) data and what INVERSION01654

attributes to the upper 700 m (the fields shown in Fig. 9 ((A) and (C)) share the same655

mathematical subspace, but the time component is entirely independent.656

In the Bay of Bengal, (A) and (C) agree well in the central part of the bay, while INVER-657

SION01 attributes moderate positive trends to regions east and north-east of Sri Lanka,658
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whereas small to slightly negative trends are found in the Ishii and Kimoto (2009) Argo659

dataset (C). These smaller trends in this region are also detected in the INCOIS data set660

(D) and in the trends based on the full-depth FESOM model (B); they also agree with661

small trends after addition of the residual contributions (Fig. 8). In the northern part of662

the bay, (A) and (C) both see small, slightly negative trends for the upper 700 m, while663

in (D) we find small up to moderate positive trends, especially at the coast of the Chit-664

tagong region, Bangladesh, in the north-eastern part of the bay; both inversion solutions665

find small trends after addition of the residual dynamic contributions (Fig. 8).666

Comparisons in the remaining part of the Indian Ocean reveal regions of good agreement,667

such as positive trends in the eastern equatorial band and very strong positive trends at668

the coasts of Australia and Indonesia, between the inversions solutions (Fig. 9, (A) and669

(B)) and the the Argo-datasets (Fig. 9, (C) and (D)). However, there are regions, where670

the Argo derived trends do not agree well with the inversion solutions. In the western671

part of the equatorial band, as well as in the Arabian Sea, the trends based on Argo672

fields tend to detect significantly smaller trends (Fig. 9, (C) and (D)) compared to the673

INVERSION01 and INVERSION02. The INCOIS solution exhibits large positive tends674

of up to 12 mm/a at the east-coast of Madagascar while all other solutions attribute small675

or even moderate negative trends to the same region. At about 30◦S latitude, the INCOIS676

solution indicates a band of strong negative trends of less than -15 mm/a from south-east677

of Madagascar up to 110◦E longitude. The solutions INVERSION01, INVERSION02,678

and the Ishii and Kimoto (2009) Argo-dataset suggest strong positive trends of about 5679

to 10 mm/a in this region. The gridded Argo-datasets include assumptions, background680
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models and interpolation between the unevenly distributed Argo measurements, which681

lead to differences between the individual products. Here, these differences are in partic-682

ular apparent in the western and southern parts of the Indian Ocean for the INCOIS data683

set.684

In summary, in contrast to the Argo floats, which currently only measure the upper 2000 m685

of the ocean, our inversion based on GRACE and altimetry data should see the total in-686

tegrated sea level change from the sea surface down to the seafloor. Therefore, in the687

inversion approach, a combination of Argo based steric fingerprints for the upper ocean688

(INVERION01) or steric fingerprints based on FESOM-model output (INVERSION02),689

combined with residual fingerprints that supposedly accounts for the deep ocean contri-690

bution as well as unmodeled effects, offers a new perspective on understanding steric sea691

level change.692

HERE GOES FIG. 10693

For the Bay of Bengal, Fig. 10 displays the temporal variation of steric anomalies from694

the GRACE/altimetry inversions INVERSION02 (model-based, blue) and INVERSION01695

(Argo-based, orange) as well as from three independent datasets (black - Ishii and Kimoto696

(2009), green - upper 700 m from IPRC, and violet - upper 700 m from INCOIS). The figure697

reveals that our GRACE/altimetry inversion results (INVERSION01) for the upper ocean698

appear quite similar to those steric anomaly products that are based on Argo data , i.e.699

Ishii and Kimoto (2009), IPRC and INCOIS (correlations of 0.85) , while the results from700

INVERSION02 fit less well (correlations of 0.6-0.7). Before 2005, when the Argo network701

was very sparsely distributed, the Argo data-sets heavily relied on additional model data702
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from climatological models and the results of the two inversions and from Ishii and Kimoto703

(2009) fit together quite well. From 2005 onward, the Argo network reached its targeted704

number of floats and the impact of these measurements on the gridded fields strengthens.705

Here, we find that the INVERSION02 steric anomalies agree in general with the other706

methods in the Bay of Bengal, but there are some larger discrepancies with respect to707

the other datasets. We hypothesize that the differences are related to the INVERSION02708

fingerprints covering the total depth down to the seafloor, as well as to the FESOM model709

itself which is different from the background models used for deriving the Argo fields. At710

the same time, we believe this lends credibility to the GRACE/altimetry inversion method711

because the anomalies of INVERSION01 for the same depth range like the independent712

datasets agree well and anomalies derived from a non-Argo influenced, FESOM-model713

(INVERSION02) still show some level of agreement.714

4.4. Mass contributions to sea level in the Bay of Bengal

Mass contributions to sea level in the Bay of Bengal, as inferred by global inversion of715

GRACE and altimetry data, can be investigated in two different ways. In what follows,716

we will first analyze sea level trend maps that originate from each of the major mass717

contributors (Greenland and Antarctica ice sheets, world glaciers and land hydrology)718

separately after partitioning in our inversion. Then, in a second experiment, we will719

compare basin averages for the Ganges and Brahmaputra basins (Fig. 12, A) from the720

inversion runs to basin averages based on conventional analysis of GRACE level-2 spherical721

harmonics.722

HERE GOES FIG. 11723
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Figure 11 compiles four maps of mass-driven SLR in the Indian Ocean and in the724

Bay of Bengal (averaged trends of the different contributions in the Bay of Bengal have725

already been discussed in Section 4.1). We find the effect of Greenland mass loss to726

be relatively stable with about 0.7 − 0.8 mm/a in the larger Indian Ocean, while SLR727

originating from Antarctica mass loss is smaller in the Northern part and the Bay of728

Bengal (about 0.2− 0.3 mm/a) and larger (about 0.4− 0.5 mm/a) in the Southern Indian729

Ocean. Similar behavior can be found for SLR resulting from glacier melting, showing a730

gradual increase from about 0.4 mm/a in the northern part of the Indian Ocean, including731

the Bay of Bengal, to about 0.5 mm/a in the southern part. Mass-driven SLR resulting732

from land water storage changes show negative values of about −0.3 mm/a in large parts733

of the Indian ocean, in line with global results that suggest that in the period since 2003734

increasingly more water is stored on the continents (Llovel et al., 2010, Riva et al., 2010).735

Small positive trends of about 0.2 - 0.3 mm/a are found at the north-west coast of India in736

the Gujarat region, which agrees with positive mass trends and corresponding attraction737

of sea-water also found in GRACE data over this region (e.g. Cazenave and Chen, 2010).738

In the northern Bay of Bengal, strong negative trends of -0.5 to -1.5 mm/a are identified739

along the estuaries of the GBM rivers and at the Sunderbans region. While effectively740

slowing sea level rise, these effects appear as a result of strong mass loss trends in the741

Ganges and Brahmaputra river basins, a part of which is likely related to widespread742

groundwater withdrawal in the Bengal region (Tiwari et al., 2009). This mass loss leads743

to a lowering of both the geoid and sea level along the coast of Bangladesh.744

Next, we compute monthly basin averages (Sec. 3.2) from 2002 to 2014 using GFZ745
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RL05a GRACE fields. Following standard procedures, and in order to be consistent746

with the processing of GRACE data in the global inversion method, these fields have747

been augmented with C20 coefficients from satellite laser ranging (SLR) measurements748

(Cheng et al., 2013b) and with degree 1 coefficients derived from the inversion. This749

last modification effectively transforms the GRACE coefficients, which are provided in750

the center of mass (CM) reference frame, to the center of figure (CF) reference frame,751

which is required for the computation of equivalent water height change and used in our752

inversion. Additionally, a temporal mean field has been removed, the residual GRACE753

fields have been smoothed and decorrelated with the DDK3 filter (Kusche, 2007), and754

monthly basin averages have been computed for the Ganges and Brahmaputra basins755

(Fig. 12, A).756

Jensen et al. (2013) report GRACE-derived mass trends of -22.6 Gt/a and -12.4 Gt/a757

between August 2002 and July 2009 for the Ganges and Brahmaputra basins, while here758

we find -19.5 Gt/a and -9.9 Gt/a for the same period and basins. These differences759

can be explained by the use of different releases of GRACE data and a slightly different760

rescaling approaches. Khan et al. (2012) investigated the lower Ganges basin and derived761

trends between April 2003 and April 2007 ranging from -24.24 mm/a to -29.46 mm/a for762

three 4◦ × 4◦ tiles covering large parts of the Ganges basin. When focusing on the same763

time period, our trend estimate of -26.8 mm/a agrees well with the findings of Khan764

et al. (2012). Total water storage change from January 2003 to December 2007 within765

Bangladesh and India’s West Bengal region has also been investigated by Shamsudduha766

et al. (2012). They estimated annual ranges of 49 cm and 58 cm using GRACE fields from767
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the Groupe de Recherche en Géodesie Spatiale (GRGS) and from the Centre for Space768

Research of the University of Texas (CSR). Again, our result is in reasonable agreement769

with ranges of 44 cm and 40 cm for the same period in the Ganges and Brahmaputra770

basins, which both include parts of the Bengal basin used by Shamsudduha et al. (2012).771

HERE GOES FIG. 12772

In our global inverse method, we estimate the hydrology contribution to the total sea773

level based on mass-change patterns (and corresponding sea level fingerprints, consistent774

in a gravitationally-elastic sense) derived from a land hydrological model. Scaling these775

(normalized) a priori mass patterns with the time-variable amplitudes derived in the in-776

version from GRACE and altimetry, and averaging these subsequently over basin regions,777

enables us to derive continental total water storage changes comparable to the standard778

approach in the GRACE community. Here, we use 60 hydrological fingerprints derived779

from WGHM (Döll et al., 2003) EOFs, combined with fingerprints from glacial isostatic780

adjustment (GIA) modelling and the Himalaya glacier contribution, and compute basin781

averages as described in Section 3.2. These are then compared to basin averages derived782

from monthly GFZ RL05a GRACE solutions as described above.783

Figure 12 (A) shows the the location and extent of the Ganges and Brahmaputra basins.784

A comparison of TWSC changes from the GRACE basin averaging approach and from785

our two inversion solutions in the Ganges basin (Fig. 12, B) reveals, as expected, that786

INVERSION01 and INVERSION02 arrive at nearly the same results. However, from 2002787

to 2004, the inversion method seems to underestimate the TWSC change compared to788

the GRACE basin averaging solution in the Ganges basin (Fig. 12, B). Good agreement789
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is then found between mid 2004 and 2012. A close look at the GRACE data reveales790

that less mass change originated from the Uttar Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh regions in791

northern India, where much groundwater has been withdrawn for agricultural purposes in792

the past (Fig. 2(a) in Döll et al., 2011). Apparently the inversion method is not able to793

account well for these small scale events, relying on globally defined fingerprints. Similar794

to the Ganges basin, the inversion seems to underestimate TWSC change between 2002795

and 2005 in the Brahmaputra basin (Fig. 12, C). From 2005 onward the inversion and796

GRACE basin averaging results agree well, with best agreements in 2005, 2009 and 2013.797

The higher peak amplitudes in 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010 and 2011 may be associated with798

flooding events in the lower Brahmaputra basin, often connected to severe cyclones (e.g.799

Sidr in 2007). In addition, the skill of the WGHM model in representing floodings or800

the response to strong La Niña events, e.g. resulting 2010 in above-average rainfall and801

more water mass inside the basin, may be limited. Since we use WGHM for deriving the802

basis functions that are, in the inversion, fitted to GRACE data, hydrological modelling803

deficiencies might lead to poorer approximations in this basin.804

In order to separate between short-term and long interannual variability, we applied a805

12-month boxcar filter to the GRACE basin averaging and inversion averaged time se-806

ries for the Ganges and Brahmaputra basins. Short-term signals directly derived from807

GRACE and from our inversions agree, for both basins, quite well with RMS of 28.0 Gt808

and 22.3 Gt , and correlations of 0.97 and 0.97 for the Ganges and Brahmaputra basin.809

A closer look at interannual changes (dashed lines in Fig. 12, B and C) reveals slightly810

positive apparent trends in both basins from 2002 to 2004, which shift to negative trends811
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in 2004. Additionally, it is obvious that an underestimation of the mass change of the812

global inversion compared to the direct GRACE approach occurs in the long period part813

of the signal. The reason for this may be due to some general disagreement between814

TWSC changes derived from GRACE and WGHM from 2002 to 2003/04 (not shown815

here), especially in the Brahmaputra basin in 2003, which then propagate into the in-816

version results since the WGHM-derived fingerprints likely do not adequately explain the817

GRACE data. In the Brahmaputra basin, the inversion seems to be generally biased to818

a lower TWSC level compared to the direct GRACE results, pointing again to possible819

hydrological modelling problems in this region.820

For the Ganges basin, over the entire GRACE time period (from 2002 to 2014) we find821

trends of -13.9 Gt/a and -7.8 Gt/a from GRACE basin averaging and from the inversion,822

respectively. For the Brahmaputra basin, we derive trends of -9.6 Gt/a and -6.4 Gt/a823

for the same time period. We identify and implement apparent trend changes in the824

Ganges and Brahmaputra basins in 2004 and 2005, respectively, which resulted in trends825

of -12.44 mm/a and -11.60 mm/a for 2004 to 2014 the Ganges basin and -9.37 mm/a and826

-9.78 mm/a for 2005 to 2014 in the Brahmaputra basin. Over this period, the inversion re-827

sults show better agreement with the trends derived from GRACE only. Apparent trends828

from 2002 to 2004 and 2002 to 2005 for the Ganges and Brahmaputra basins show good829

agreement, but are not shown here, since they are considered less meaningful.830

831

Comparisons to the estimates labelled as “InvEOF” in Jensen et al. (2013) are sum-832

marized in Tab. 3; they reveal good agreement with the direct GRACE basin averaging,833
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while the trend based on our inversion differs, likely as a result of the underestimation834

during 2002 to 2004. For the Brahmaputra basin, the trend (August, 2002 to July, 2009)835

from Jensen et al. (2013) even shows a different sign compared to trends derived directly836

from GRACE and from the inversion.837

HERE GOES TAB. 3838

4.5. Future changes

Finally, we attempt to predict the future evolution of absolute sea level in the Bay of839

Bengal, up to the year 2050. To this end, we combine present-day regional trends as840

inferred from altimetry and GRACE in previous sections (Tab. 2) with likely changes841

of sea level rates for the steric contribution as well as for the mass effects of Greenland,842

Antarctica, land hydrology and the world’s glaciers, all evaluated for the Bay of Bengal.843

HERE GOES TAB. 4844

For the mass-related accelerations, we use our regional estimates over 2002-2014 (Tab.845

4) estimated consistently with trends that were discussed before. For Bay of Bengal SLR846

contributions from land hydrology, Greenland and Antarctica we find accelerations of847

0.03 mm/a2, 0.03 mm/a2 and 0.01 mm/a2, respectively, which is of the same order of mag-848

nitude compared to accelerations derived for global mean SLR. However, for the glacier849

contribution we find the acceleration in the considered time period to be not significantly850

different from zero, in both the Bay and in the global mean; therefore we will only con-851

sider the glacier mass loss trend. Combining all mass contributions, we find a trend of852

1.17 mm/a and a corresponding acceleration of 0.07 mm/a2.853
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We notice that our accelerations are somewhat smaller compared to those estimated by854

Rignot et al. (2011) based on the 1992-2010 time frame, very likely due to the different855

data period: for Greenland and Antarctica they find accelerations of 0.057 mm/a2 and856

0.038 mm/a2. For the glacier contribution Rignot et al. (2011) provide an estimate of857

0.031 mm/a2; the land hydrology contribution is not considered in their study.858

For the future acceleration of the thermo- and halosteric contributions to SLR, we turn859

to model runs provided in the fifth phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project860

(CMIP5) on a global scale (http://esgf-data.dkrz.de/esgf-web-fe/). Due to com-861

putational reasons we limit ourselves to using only the outputs from the Max Planck862

Institute for Meteorology (MPI-M) model runs, which, in the global mean, appear fairly863

in the center of the CMIP5 multimodel ensembles. Utilizing methods outlined in Section864

3.1, we compute gridded monthly steric sea level heights from 2006 to 2050 for each of865

the three Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP) scenarios RCP2.6, RCP4.5 and866

RCP8.5. Indeed we find the steric sea level in the Bay of Bengal (Tab. 4) to accelerate867

faster compared to the global average under all three scenarios.868

The last column in Tab. 4 reports the expected sea level rise in the Bay of Bengal in 2050869

relative to 2005 for the individual mass components and their combined total, as well as870

for the steric component under the assumption of different RCP scenarios. Adding steric871

and mass-related projections, we suggest that the absolute sea level in the Bay of Bengal872

may rise up to about 40 cm under the RCP8.5 scenario, about 37 cm under RCP4.5 and873

about 27 cm under the RCP2.6 scenario. This is less than the upper-end scenario of 50 cm874

sea level rise by 2050 suggested in World Bank (2000) while it is well in range with the875
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SLR of 32 cm in 2050 adopted by the National Adaption Programme of Action by the876

Ministry of Environment and Forest of the Government in Bangladesh (MOEF, 2005).877

Compared to global mean IPCC AR5 estimates (Church et al., 2013), which report SLR878

increase ranging from 0.24 cm to 0.30 cm for the time period 2046-2065 relative to 1986-879

2005, our estimates derived here for the Bay of Bengal appear somewhat larger and at880

the upper end of the reported confidence intervals for each of the RCP scenarios in the881

AR5.882

Of course, it is unclear as to what extent the current mass loss trends and accelerations883

reflect long-term evolution or decadal variability, and our estimates should be seen as up-884

per limits given the present data. Furthermore, the mentioned numbers refer to absolute885

SLR. To this, vertical land motion would add a largely unknown contribution. When886

we consider the mean GBM delta subsidence rate found by Brown and Nicholls (2015),887

relative sea level would rise additionally by approx 13 cm along the Bay of Bengal.888

5. Conclusions

We have assessed mass and steric contributions to sea level variability in the Bay of889

Bengal, using Jason 1/2 radar altimetry and GRACE data in an inverse approach de-890

veloped in Rietbroek et al. (2012). We find total sea level rates more than twice above891

global average, with the steric contribution dominating over mass-driven effects. In total,892

our inversion explains more than 90% of the observed SLR; however some uncertainty893

remains in attributing certain residual modes found in altimetric height change to steric894

sea level change or to other possible sources.895
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The steric contribution that we find compares quite well to independent, Argo-based steric896

heights that, however, do not consider the full ocean depth, when we base the solution897

space of the inversion on Argo-derived patterns. It compares less well when our solution898

space is based on ocean modelling. We therefore suggest that a sizeable part of SLR899

should be ascribed to sources other than contained in Argo data, such as deep ocean900

warming, internal mass redistribution, or wind effects.901

The mass contribution to SLR in the Bay of Bengal (1.17 mm/a to 1.29 mm/a) appears902

fairly on par with global averages. Changes in (global) land hydrological storage accounts903

for a negative contribution (i.e. sea level fall) of -0.23 mm/a to -0.31 mm/a. We find that904

the total water storage change in the Ganges and Brahmaputra river basins reconstructed905

from the inversion compares well to GRACE-only data; in fact our inverse estimates point906

at somewhat lower values compared to the direct GRACE basin-averaging approach.907

The main conclusion from this study is that regional estimates obtained in a global inverse908

framework, consistent with self-gravitation, elastic loading and reference frame theory, and909

the rotational feedback of the Earth, can be successfully validated with regional and in-910

situ data sets. For the Bay of Bengal, this approach leads to a partitioning of sea level911

that fits well to independent results and provides new insights into the processes driving912

SLR.913

On the basis of this partitioning, we assess future (absolute) sea level rise in the Bay of914

Bengal and find likely rise for the 2050 framework somewhat larger compared to global915

averages from IPCC AR5, but slightly less compared to some other regional estimates.916
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A. Inverse Method for Partitioning Altimetric Sea Level Change

A.1. Fingerprints

In the inverse method (Rietbroek et al., 2012), individual mass contributions to sea level

change are parameterized through predefined, normalized, spatially invariant patterns or

fingerprints. For these patterns, time-varying scalings are then estimated by fitting to

GRACE spherical harmonics and Jason 1/2 binned along-track altimetry in a least squares

approach, together with steric patterns.

In our current setup, mass contributions are discretized by 119 global fingerprints, of

which 27 and 16 relate to basins in Antarctica and Greenland, 16 to major glacier clusters

(from WGI/GLIMS database, Raup et al., 2007), and 60 to land water storage change.

Each individual fingerprint represent a passive ocean response derived through the Sea

Level Equation (see eq. (A.1), Farrell and Clark, 1976). This equation relates load mass

change δh at location λ′, θ′ to changes in sea level δs(λ, θ, t)

δs(λ, θ, t) =O(λ, θ)

∫
Ω

GL
N−U(δs(λ′, θ′, t) + dh(λ′, θ′, t))dω

+

∫
Ω

GT
N−UδΛ(δs, δh)dω +

∆V

g
.

(A.1)

Eq. (A.1) accounts for self-gravitation as well as the effect of the changing rotational917

potential δΛ (rotational feedback): The Green’s functions GL
N−U and GT

N−U model the918

elastic response of the Earth to loading (L) and potential forcing (T ), in terms of geoid919

change N with respect to the elastically uplifting/subsiding ocean bottom and land surface920

U . In Eq. (A.1), O(λ, θ) represents the ocean function. In order to conserve mass, ∆V
g

921

allows for a uniform shift with respect to the geoid. The numerical approach that we922

employ to solve the Sea Level Equation in the spectral domain is described in detail in923
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Rietbroek et al. (2012), Jensen et al. (2013), and Rietbroek (2014).924

In order to solve for steric changes, we prescribe 100 (200) empirical orthogonal functions925

(EOFs) in the inversion INVERSION01 (INVERSION02). EOFs are based on steric sea926

level heights derived from integrating the temperature and salinity changes over depths927

from 0-700 m, from 1◦ gridded Argo-data (v6.31, Ishii and Kimoto, 2009) and 0 m down to928

sea floor from the FESOM model (Timmermann at al., 2009), interpolated to a 0.5◦×0.5◦929

grid.930

Instead on relying on a single a priori model of glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA), we931

fit five individual GIA fingerprints to the data, associated with the major former glacial932

regions Laurentide, Antarctica, Greenland, Fernoscandia, and other glacial masses. These933

patterns were computed by V. Klemann following (Klemann and Martinec, 2009) for934

separate (ICE5G) mass load histories, VM2-2 rheology, and kindly provided to us. GIA935

is thus estimated as a linear trend over the total time period, for each of the five regions.936

Furthermore, after an initial inversion, we derive and apply an additional set of (here: 100)937

leading EOFs from (200 km-) Gaussian smoothed altimetry residuals. This allows, to some938

extent, to separate unmodeled but spatially coherent effects, e.g. residual ocean dynamics,939

from ’noise’. In the following step, these residual fingerprints are then introduced into the940

estimation along with all other patterns.941

A.2. Least Squares Fit

Monthly scaling factors are derived through least squares estimation. We combine

GRACE data and altimetry on a normal equation level, taking into account all correlations
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that result from orbital patterns. Therefore, GRACE normal equations which originally

refer to spherical harmonics have to be related to fingerprints. The GRACE monthly

spherical harmonics δCnm relate to mass fingerprints through

δCnm(t) = D


xice(t)
xglac(t)
xhydr(t)

(t− t0)xgia

+ ε, (A.2)

where D contains the harmonic coefficients of the fingerprints. xice(t), xglac(t) and xhydr(t)

represent the monthly scalings, and xgia includes trends for the GIA regions over the in-

version time period, referring to mid-epoch t0. For the actual estimation, we utilize the

full (unsolved and unfiltered) normal equation systems complete up to degree/order 150

provided by GFZ Potsdam (RL 05a), transformed using D. Steric changes do not have

to be considered in Eq. (A.2) since GRACE is insensitive to volumetric changes.

Jason-1/2 sea level anomalies (SLA) are derived from the Radar Altimetry Database Sys-

tem (RADS, Scharroo et al., 2013), with all standard atmospheric and geophysical correc-

tions applied. However, atmospheric pressure loading has been removed from altimetry

consistent with GRACE processing, where so-called GAC background model output is ap-

plied. Then, along-track observations are averaged into bins of about 6 km length. SLA

δhSLA(t) relates to the individual fingerprints through

δhSLA(t) =YB


xice(t)
xglac(t)
xhydr(t)

(t− t0)xgia

+ KC

[
xsteric(t)
xunexpl(t)

]
+

P
[
xsatbias

]
+ ε.

(A.3)

Here, mass-related scalings are as above, and B contains the corresponding fingerprints942

expressed in geocentric sea level. Matrix Y maps the spherical harmonic coefficients in B943

to the bin positions. Gridded steric and residual fingerprints are contained in matrix C,944
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and are mapped to bin positions by bi-linear interpolation (matrix K), which then relates945

the steric (xsteric) and residual (xunexpl) monthly scalings to the binned sea level anoma-946

lies. In Eq. (A.3) we also include altimeter-specific offsets xsatbias, and are projected onto947

the radial direction by P.948

Our weighting scheme utilizes the full GRACE error covariance (as repesented in the949

normal equations, i.e. all correlations between harmonic coefficients that result from950

time-varying orbit repeat regimes are accounted for) and a diagonal covariance matrix951

that weights the bin-wise SLA errors. GRACE and altimetry normal equations are sub-952

sequently combined, but some constraints have to be added due to correlations between953

adjacent smaller basins in Antarctica and Greenland, and also to aid the separation of954

GIA and present-day mass loss in Antarctica. Yet, these regularizations were designed955

to constrain differences (Rietbroek, 2014) and to keep the overall mass constraint of ad-956

jacent basins unconstrained, thus this procedure has little effect on estimated sea level957

change. Finally, all errors are propagated to the estimated scales and regional sea level958

contributions.959
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Figure 1. Argo profile density between 2002 and 2014. The total number of measured

10-day Argo profiles in each 1◦ × 1◦ grid cell, capped at 100 profiles, is given.
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Table 1. Absolute sea level trends, 2002 - 2014, global and in the Bay of Bengal.

1-Sigmas are formal; i. e. derived by propagating of instrumental errors. INVERSION01

used Argo-derived steric fingerprints, whereas INVERSION02 is based on model-derived

fingerprints

Global [mm
a

] Bay of Bengal [mm
a

]

Altimetry 2.52 ± 0.07 6.1 ± 0.1

INVERSION01 2.40 ± 0.07 5.61 ± 0.65

INVERSION02 2.61 ± 0.08 5.85 ± 0.72
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Figure 2. Altimetric sea level anomalies and total sea level reconstructed from inversion

runs (Argo-Inv = INVERSION01, based on Argo-derived steric patterns, FESOM-Inv =

INVERSION02, based on model-derived pattern) in the Bay of Bengal, 2002 - 2014.
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Figure 3. RADS bin locations in the Bay of Bengal
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Figure 4. Top: Temporal variation of the contributions to the absolute sea level from

Antarctica, Greenland, hydrology, glaciers and steric changes, 2002 - 2014, in the Bay

of Bengal. Bottom: Annual harmonic fit removed and filtered with a 12 month boxcar

filter. For the steric INVERSION02 component, half of the RMS difference between

INVERSION01 and INVERSION02 steric components is shown as error. The differences

of the mass contributions are negligible.
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Table 2. Absolute sea level (ASL) trends, 2002 - 2014, of the different contributions

in the Bay of Bengal (BoB). 1-sigmas are derived by propagation of instrumental errors.

ASL INVERSION01 [mm
a

] ASL INVERSION02 [mm
a

]

Antarctica 0.30 ± 0.02 0.28 ± 0.02

Greenland 0.85 ± 0.01 0.84 ± 0.01

Hydrology −0.23 ± 0.05 −0.31 ± 0.05

Glaciers 0.37 ± 0.02 0.36 ± 0.02

Steric 2.22 ± 0.65 3.08 ± 0.70

residual dynamics 2.07 ± 0.49 1.29 ± 0.49

steric + residual 4.29 ± 0.66 4.61 ± 0.77

total 5.52 ± 0.65 5.44 ± 0.74

total binned 5.61 ± 0.65 5.86 ± 0.72
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Figure 5. Comparison of TG time series. (A) Chennai TG, (B) Visakhapatnam TG,

(C) Chittagong TG.
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Figure 6. Correlation maps between the TGs (A) Chennai, (B) Visakhapatnam, (C)

Chittagong and our inversion at each grid point.
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Figure 7. Correlation maps between the TGs (A) Chennai, (B) Visakhapatnam, (C)

Chittagong and AVISO MSLA at each grid point.
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Figure 8. Total steric sea level (here derived as steric + residual) trend maps, 2004-2012,

from the GRACE/altimetry inversion using FESOM- (INVERSION02) and Argo-based

(INVERSION01) patterns, over the Indian Ocean. (A) INVERSION02. (B) INVER-

SION01.
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Figure 9. Steric sea level trends for the Indian Ocean, 2002-2012. (A) INVERSION02

(0m-seafloor). (B) INVERSION01 (upper 700 m). (C) INCOIS (upper 700 m). (D) Ishii

and Kimoto (upper 700 m).
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Figure 10. Steric sea level anomalies in the Bay of Bengal. Curves are plotted with an

offset for clarity.
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Figure 11. Mass contribution trends (2002-2014) to the total sea level. Top, left: Effect

of Greenland mass loss. Top, right: Antarctica. Bottom, left: World glaciers. Bottom,

right: Land hydrology.
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Figure 12. Basin averaging Total Water Storage Content (TWSC) results from GRACE

and our inversion for the Ganges and Brahmaputra basin. (A) Map which shows the

location of the basins. (B) TWSC in the Ganges basin from 2002 to 2014. (C) TWSC in

the Brahmaputra basin from 2002 to 2014. The black and blue dashed lines represent the

long periodic mass changes, filtered by a 12-month moving average, from GRACE and

our inversion, respectively.
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Table 3. Basin average trends (August 2002 - July 2009) in [Gt/a] from our inversion

and GRACE (DDK3) compared to estimates from Jensen et al., 2013. The values in

parenthesis in the GRACE column are taken from Jensen et al. (2013) and are based on

RL04 GRACE solutions and a different rescaling approach.

Basin GRACE Inversion Jensen et al. 2013

Ganges -19.52 (-22.6) -1.84 -18.1

Brahmaputra -9.93 (-12.4) -2.90 3.4

Table 4. Trends and accelerations for individual sea level components in the Bay of

Bengal. The last column reports the change in absolute sea level in 2050 relative to 2005

utilizing the reported trends and accelerations.

Contribution Trend [mm
a

] Acceleration [mm
a2

] SLC 2050 - 2005 [m]

Mass (GRACE+altimetry) 1.17 ± 0.06 0.0738 ± 0.0203 0.20

Antarctica 0.28 ± 0.02 0.0135 ± 0.0062 0.04

Greenland 0.84 ± 0.01 0.0331 ± 0.0026 0.10

Hydrology −0.31 ± 0.05 0.0342 ± 0.0169 0.06

Glaciers 0.36 ± 0.02 - 0.02

Steric (CMIP5, MPI-M)

RCP2.6 3.08 ± 0.70 −0.0353 0.07

RCP4.5 3.08 ± 0.70 0.0112 0.16

RCP8.5 3.08 ± 0.70 0.0261 0.19
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